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When you’re

thinking
for yourself
there’s no limit
to what you
might achieve.
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Murdoch University acknowledges the Whadjuk
people of the Noongar nation as the traditional
custodians of this country and its waters and that
Murdoch University stands on Noongar Country.
Murdoch University pays its respects to Noongar
elders past and present and acknowledges their
wisdom and advice in teaching and cultural
knowledge activities.
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The Murdoch
difference
Ask anyone who’s studied here:
there’s something special about Murdoch.
Murdoch is a place where you can be
yourself and be appreciated for who you
truly are. It’s the kind of place where the
lecturers know you by name, and downto-earth students wave to you across the
lawns of Bush Court. We are honoured
to welcome staff and students who come
from all walks of life.
Whether you want to change the whole
world, some of the world, or just your
world, our extensive range of courses and
hands-on learning facilities will equip
you with the skills you need. But the most
important thing you’ll learn here? To think
freely, and to think for yourself.

We don’t follow the crowd, and neither
do our students. Thousands of freethinking students have graduated from
Murdoch and made their mark on the
world. When you’re thinking for yourself,
there’s no limit to what you might achieve.
Free thinking has always been at the
heart of Murdoch and continues to steer
us towards activities that truly matter.
We’re different, and we’re proud of it.

Welcome to our
vibrant community.

5 star rating
for overall undergraduate experience,
student support and for teaching quality

#1 in social equity
in Western Australia
GOOD UNIVERSITIES GUIDE 2021

GOOD UNIVERSITIES GUIDE 2021
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Choosing
what to study

Flexilab transforms how STEM is taught
Students studying science, technology and engineering will enjoy
Murdoch’s new Flexilab – a multi-purpose teaching and preparatory
laboratory transforming the way science subjects are taught. Height
adjustable benches and wash-down facilities have also been provided
to better accommodate access for students in wheelchairs.
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Choosing what to study at uni isn’t easy. You can be sure that when
you leave Murdoch you’ll be prepared for the rapidly changing
working world as we help you to develop a wide range of practical
and transferable skills, including critical and creative thinking,
communication, research and problem-solving skills.

If you’re unsure about what you want to do, that’s okay!
Here are a few things for you to think about...
TALK TO PEOPLE.
Find out as much as you
can about different subjects,
courses and careers by talking
to your career adviser and
teachers at your high school,
your family and friends, and
even people in jobs that you
think you might enjoy.

EXPLORE MORE THAN
ONE AREA.
Whether you’re researching
university courses or are just
trying to figure out what you’d
like to study, don’t limit yourself
to one area.
At Murdoch you can study a
combined degree or double
major, meaning you can study
two completely different or
complementary areas. You
could study a course that
will give you the qualification
needed for your future career
alongside something you find
really interesting. For example,
you may want to be a lawyer
so you study a law degree, but
you may also have a passion
for science – at Murdoch you
can study both!

FIGURE OUT WHAT YOU
LIKE, AND WHAT YOU
DON’T.

CONSIDER THE TYPE
OF JOB YOU CAN SEE
YOURSELF WORKING IN.

We all learn best when we’re
studying something we enjoy.
So when it comes to choosing
your university course, you
should base your decision on
exactly that. Make a list of the
things you love, have a passion
for or are just really good at.
You may have a subject at
school that you really like or
perhaps there’s something you
do in your free time that you
could study at university and
turn into a career.

Are you better at working
with people or by yourself?
Do you thrive in an indoor
environment or prefer to be
outside amongst nature? Do
you like the idea of travelling
for work? Ask yourself these
questions and even get
a taste for different work
environments by completing
work experience while you’re
still in high school.

REMEMBER, IT’S OKAY
TO CHANGE YOUR
MIND.
DO YOUR RESEARCH.
Have a look at university
websites and brochures
to explore the courses and
careers you may be interested
in, or experience universities
for yourself by attending
open days and information
evenings.
Find out more and register at
murdoch.edu.au/events

Try to remain flexible in the
way you think about your
future, because you might just
change your mind! Research
shows Australian professionals
change their career path an
average of five to seven times.
If you find that the course
you chose isn’t really for you,
or you discover something
different you’d like to study
instead, that’s okay. Even once
you’ve started at uni, there’s
still the flexibility to change.

With NINE study areas to choose from and over 280 courses on offer, no matter
what kind of free thinker you are, you’ll find an undergraduate course that aligns
with your interests and career aspirations.
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Your guide to
uni lingo
Starting to research your uni options and
already feeling lost in all the jargon?
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Adjustment factor Additional points added to
your ATAR by a university. For example, students
eligible for Murdoch RISE will have additional
points added to their ATAR score for admission to
a Murdoch course.
Alumni A group of graduates; an individual
graduate is known as an alumnus.
ATAR Also known as an Australian Tertiary
Admission Rank, your ATAR is a rank, rather than
a score. It is calculated by the relevant state’s
tertiary admissions centre and is based on your
overall academic achievement in Year 12.

B
Bachelor degree The first qualification you can
complete at university and is also known as an
undergraduate degree.

C
Census date The day when a university finalises
your enrolment. Withdrawing after a census date
will incur fees or a debt (if you’re on a HELP loan)
and can mean that the unit will be recorded on
your academic transcript.

through the lecture content independently before
attending campus for other learning activities.

O
Open Day A good chance for people thinking
about studying at uni to explore our campus, find
out more about our courses, meet students and
academics and enjoy a range of activities and
entertainment.
Orientation Also known as O-Week, it is
designed to welcome new students to university
and provide information about your course, the
campus and the range of services available.
Orientation Week is held at the beginning of
each semester.

S
Selection rank Your ATAR plus any adjustment
factors made by a university. Every course has a
minimum selection rank to gain entry.
Semester The academic year is divided into two
semesters. Semester 1 is usually February to June,
and Semester 2 is July to November. A typical
semester is 17 weeks long and normally consists of
12 teaching weeks, three non-teaching weeks, or
study weeks, and two exam weeks.

Combined degree Also called double degrees.
Double degrees allow you to complete the
requirements for two different degrees, for
example a Bachelor of Science and a Bachelor
of Arts, at the same time. A combined degree
may add some time to your overall degree.

Study abroad The opportunity to see the world,
experience a different culture and learn a new
language by travelling to study at one of our
partner universities located across the globe.

D

T

Double major A maximum of two majors can
be completed under one degree, for example a
Bachelor of Criminology with a double major in
crime science and criminal behaviour. Double
majors usually don’t add extra time to your degree.

TISC Tertiary Institutions Service Centre is the
agency involved in processing applications for
admission to undergraduate courses at university.

E
Enabling course An admissions pathway which
is designed to build your skills and help you gain
access to an undergraduate degree.

Tutor An instructor who facilitates classes (such
as workshops, tutorials and labs) and provides
guidance on your assignments. Your tutor is
your first point of contact for any questions you
have about the unit and they also mark your
assignments.

Gap year When a student defers their course for
a year to travel or work.

Tutorial – ‘Tute’ A practical and usually smaller
class that allows students to engage with a range
of learning activities and discuss unit material and
readings in more detail.

H

U

HECS-HELP A government loan that defers the
payment for your tuition fees if you are an eligible
student, studying an eligible course. For more
information visit studyassist.gov.au

Unit A component of a course that is focused
on a specific topic. Typically for full-time students
you will do four units per semester. Each unit is
worth three credit points.

L

W

Lecture Is often timetabled and can occur
on-campus (under 100 students) or online, or it
might be a self-paced structure where you work

Workshop A large-format learning activity
that mixes content delivery with interactive and
collaborative activities.

G
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Real-world
learning

To tour our campus and view the full list of
facilities, visit

murdoch.edu.au/life-at-murdoch/
perth-campus
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Experience our state-of-the-art Nursing Simulation Suites
Murdoch students have access to state-of-the-art clinical simulation suites
that allow them to translate text-book learning into realistic situations. The
suites resemble an authentic hospital environment, where you will master
your technical skills by practising important techniques in a controlled
and safe environment before heading out on practicums. You’ll build your
confidence and refine your expertise by working with patient simulators who
will provide challenging scenario-based simulations such as heart attacks,
strokes and anaphylactic reactions.
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Benefit from our wide range of facilities designed to
support you, academically and personally, ensuring
you graduate career-ready.

Let your artistic flare and creativity come to life
in our Media Arts Centre
As a creative arts or communication student, you’ll make use of our $1.7 million
Media Arts Centre, combining interactive television, sound, news, journalism,
radio and graphic design facilities for you to hone your skills, gain real-world
experiences and explore new ideas.
You’ll also use our new MXLab – a high-tech digital workspace that houses
a range of facilities to cater to the needs of emerging digital professionals,
and our MXStudio – a custom-built space where your artistic and creative
skills come to life. You can gain experience whilst learning in a purpose-built
drawing studio, with ample natural light and flexible configuration and layout
with privacy screening for life model work.
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I T I N N OVATI ON
HUB
L AW MO OT
CO UR T

L AUNC HPAD

Get hands-on experience at Australia’s
only campus-based farm
We have large animal facilities, a veterinary hospital
and associated research facilities, 2.8 ha of irrigated,
netted field plots, and almost 1 ha of glasshouses in our
Crop Research Hub at Murdoch’s Perth campus. We
also have four research farms: the 51 ha ‘Vet Farm’ at
the Perth campus, and the 40 ha ‘Mundijong Farm’,
80 ha ‘Mardella Farm’ and 203 ha ‘Whitby Falls Farm’.
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Take advantage of Murdoch’s
SimLabTM virtual classrooms
Utilise Murdoch’s virtual classroom technology
to hone your teaching skills in a virtual
classroom before you meet with real students.
SimLabTM has been designed to assist students
to overcome any apprehensions they have
before walking into a real classroom. Through
SimLabTM students also have an opportunity to
practice parent teacher interview skills, ensuring
that they’re ready to teach.

P SYC HOLO GY
C LI N I C

STUD ENT-LED
C HIR OP R AC TIC
C LI NI C

E XER C I SE
S C I ENC E L AB S
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Explore
our
campuses
12
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DUBAI

MYANMAR
SINGAPORE
CBD

PERTH
MANDURAH
ROCKINGHAM

Murdoch University spans seven
campuses across four countries,
offering students a diverse range
of learning environments and
opportunities.

CBD

PERTH

DUBAI

Our Perth campus features beautiful native
bushland, specialised educational and
recreational facilities and a range of essential
support services. The campus is home to a fullyoperational engineering plant, media facilities,
moot court, chiropractic clinic, veterinary hospital
and farm.

Murdoch University Dubai is located in the
heart of Dubai International Academic City, in
the business hub of the Middle East. We offer
Foundation and Diploma programs, as well
as courses in business, communication, IT,
psychology, criminology, healthcare management
and education in partnership with Navitas.

MANDURAH

SINGAPORE

Set in the heart of a coastal town, our Mandurah
campus offers clinical, academic and research
expertise and state-of-the-art facilities. The
campus is used as specialist nursing premises
which complements our facilities at our South
Street campus in Perth.

Singapore is a global hub for education
and innovation, ranking highly in numerous
international rankings. At our Singapore campus
we offer courses in business, communication,
tourism, psychology, IT, criminology, and global
politics and policy, in partnership with Kaplan
Higher Education.

ROCKINGHAM
Rockingham is a major urban centre on the
south coast of the Perth metro area. Our
Rockingham campus offers a strong learning
community with a focus on research and
university pathway programs.

Centrally located on St Georges Terrace in Perth’s
CBD, our city presence offers executive education
and professional development opportunities. The
space includes a range of co-working spaces that
are available to book for staff, alumni and industry
to connect and collaborate.

MYANMAR
In 2018 Murdoch became the first Australian
university to offer courses in Yangon, Myanmar’s
largest city and most important commercial
centre. We deliver postgraduate business
courses to students in the region, in partnership
with Kaplan Higher Education.
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Undergraduate
courses
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Over the next section of this
guide, you can explore all the
courses we have on offer, find
out about entry requirements
and discover the best way to
get into uni for you. We have
a wide range of degrees and
majors to choose from, so that
you can customise your studies
to suit your interests and goals.
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Study the new Bachelor of Commerce
We are reimagining the way business education is being delivered at
Murdoch. The new Bachelor of Commerce will allow you to complete
your degree in two years instead of three.
You can choose two majors to study from: HR Management and
Analytics or Professional Accounting. You’ll also take part in our
Professional Business Practice co-major, giving you the opportunity
to develop real-word industry skills and gain hands-on experience
through placements, internships and projects with global
organisations to prepare you for the workplace.
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DURATION SELECTION TISC
(YEARS)
RANK*
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

MUBUS

B1367

Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
Accounting

3

70

Business Law

3

70

MUBBL

B1367

N/A

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

Finance

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

Mathematics Applications

Global Business and Politics

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

Hospitality and Tourism Management

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

Human Resources Management

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

International Business

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

Management

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

Marketing

3

70

MUBUS

B1367

N/A

HR Management and Analytics

2

70

MUCMC

B1392

Mathematics Applications

Professional Accounting

2

70

MUCMC

B1392

Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE/
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS

4

70

MUBSC

B1393

Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics Applications or
Methods

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS/BACHELOR OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION

4

70

MUBEI

B1394

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
BUSINESS

5

90

MULBB

B1369

Mathematics Applications

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS
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Business

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

COMBINED DEGREES

Creative Arts and Communication
DURATION SELECTION TISC
(YEARS)
RANK*
CODE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English and Creative Writing

3

70

MUAEC

B1356

N/A

Games Art and Design

3

70

MUCME

B1343

N/A

Graphic Design

3

70

MUCME

B1343

N/A

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE MEDIA

Photography

3

70

MUCME

B1343

Visual Arts

Screen Production

3

70

MUCME

B1343

N/A

Sound

3

70

MUCME

B1343

N/A

Global Media and Communication

3

70

MUCOM

B1342

N/A

Journalism

3

70

MUCOM

B1342

N/A

Web Communication

3

70

MUCOM

B1342

N/A

Strategic Communication

3

70

MUCOM

B1342

N/A

BACHELOR OF DIGITAL MEDIA AND
COMMUNICATION

3

70

MUDMC

B1396

N/A

BACHELOR OF COMMUNICATION/
BACHELOR OF CREATIVE MEDIA

4

70

MUCCM

B1344

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/BACHELOR
OF COMMUNICATION

4

70

MUCBC

B1362

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF ARTS

5

90

MULBA

B1370

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
COMMUNICATION

5

90

MULCM

B1353

N/A

BACHELOR OF COMMUNICATION

COMBINED DEGREES

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.
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Engineering
DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS)
Electrical Power Engineering

4

80

MUENG

H1264

Mathematics Methods,
Mathematics Specialist,
Physics, Chemistry

Renewable Energy Engineering

4

80

MUENG

H1264

Mathematics Methods,
Mathematics Specialist,
Physics, Chemistry

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

3

70

MUSET

B1387

Mathematics Methods,
Mathematics Specialist,
Physics, Chemistry

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.

Get hands on experience in
our engineering facilities
As an engineering student, learn from our industry-experts in
our state-of-the-art facilities, including our renewable energy
research facilities, power engineering lab and $10.1 million
Bayer pilot plant – a full-scale engineering specialist facility
with a dedicated control room. As the only one of its kind in
WA, it provides students with an excellent training ground for
process operation as well as industrial computer systems.
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DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Psychology

3

70

MUAPC

B1388

N/A

BACHELOR OF FOOD SCIENCE AND
NUTRITION

3

70

MUFSN

B1389

Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics Applications

4

70

MUSLA

B1374

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

BACHELOR OF NURSING (MANDURAH
CAMPUS)

3

70

MPNUR (SL)
MPNUM (NSL)
MPNUE (EN)

B1373

Chemistry, Human Biology,
Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF NURSING (PERTH
CAMPUS)

3

70

MUNUR (SL)
MUNUM (NSL)
MUNUE (EN)

B1373

Chemistry, Human Biology,
Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CHIROPRACTIC
SCIENCE)/BACHELOR OF CLINICAL
CHIROPRACTIC

5

70

MUSCP

B1331

Biology, Chemistry, Human
Biology, Mathematics
Methods, Physics

3

70

MUSPS

B1339

N/A

BACHELOR OF LABORATORY MEDICINE
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Health

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Psychology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (MEDICAL, MOLECULAR AND FORENSIC SCIENCES)
Biomedical Science

3

70

MUSBM

B1380

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Methods, Physics

Clinical Laboratory Science

3

70

MUSCL

B1380

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Forensic Biology and Toxicology

3

70

MUSFB

B1380

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Genetics and Molecular Biology

3

70

MUSMB

B1380

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND EXERCISE
SCIENCE

3

70

MUSSC

B1348

Human Biology, Physical
Education Studies

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/
BACHELOR
OF ARTS (PSYCHOLOGY)

4

70

MUCAP

B1347

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
ARTS (PSYCHOLOGY)

5

90

MULAP

B1354

N/A

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND EXERCISE
SCIENCE/BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(PSYCHOLOGY)

4

70

MUSSP

B1352

Human Biology, Mathematics
Methods, Physical Education
Studies

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND EXERCISE
SCIENCE/GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

4

70

MUSXP

B1349

Human Biology, Physical
Education Studies

COMBINED DEGREES

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.
SL = School Leaver NSL = Non School Leaver EN = Enrolled Nurse
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Law and Criminology
DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

70

MUCCS

B1345

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY
Crime Science

3

Criminal Behaviour

3

70

MUCCB

B1345

N/A

Legal Studies

3

70

MUCLS

B1345

N/A

White Collar and Corporate Crime

3

70

MUCWC

B1345

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS

4

90

MULAW

B1395

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS (GRADUATE ENTRY)

3

N/A

MULGL

B1340

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/BACHELOR
OF ARTS (PSYCHOLOGY)

4

70

MUCAP

B1347

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/BACHELOR
OF COMMUNICATION

4

70

MUCBC

B1362

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/BACHELOR
OF GLOBAL SECURITY

4

70

MUCGS

B1366

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/BACHELOR
OF SCIENCE (FORENSIC BIOLOGY AND
TOXICOLOGY)

4

70

MUCBS

B1360

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF ARTS

5

90

MULBA

B1370

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF ARTS
(PSYCHOLOGY)

5

90

MULAP

B1354

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
BUSINESS

5

90

MULBB

B1369

Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
COMMUNICATION

5

90

MULCM

B1353

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
CRIMINOLOGY

5

90

MULCR

B1346

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
GLOBAL SECURITY

5

90

MULGS

B1365

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

5

90

MULIT

B1398

Mathematics Applications

COMBINED DEGREES

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE

5

90

MULBS

B1324

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications or Methods,
Physics

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE (PSYCHOLOGY)

5

90

MULSP

B1355

N/A

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.
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DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

BACHELOR OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
Animal Health

3

70

MUSAH

B1391

Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics Methods

Animal Science

3

70

MUSAS

B1391

Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics Methods

Crop and Pasture Science

3

70

MUSPC

B1391

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

BACHELOR OF FOOD SCIENCE AND
NUTRITION

3

70

MUFSN

B1389

Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF LABORATORY MEDICINE

4

70

MUSLA

B1374

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Conservation and Wildlife Biology

3

70

MUSCW

B1317

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Environmental Management and Sustainability

3

70

MUSEM

B1317

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Environmental Science

3

70

MUSES

B1317

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Marine Biology

3

70

MUSBI

B1317

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Marine Science

3

70

MUSMS

B1317

Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications
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Science

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (MEDICAL, MOLECULAR AND FORENSIC SCIENCES)
Biomedical Science

3

70

MUSBM

B1380

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Methods, Physics

Clinical Laboratory Science

3

70

MUSCL

B1380

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

Forensic Biology and Toxicology

3

70

MUSFB

B1380

Biology or Human Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics
Applications

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.
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Social and Cultural Studies
DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Community Development

3

70

MUACD

B1356

N/A

English and Creative Writing

3

70

MUAEC

B1356

N/A

Global Challenges

3

70

MUASF

B1356

N/A

Global Politics and Policy

3

70

MUAPI

B1356

N/A

History

3

70

MUAHI

B1356

N/A

International Aid and Development

3

70

MUAAD

B1356

N/A

Japanese

3

70

MUAJS

B1356

N/A

Philosophy

3

70

MUAPH

B1356

N/A

Psychology

3

70

MUAPC

B1338

N/A

Sociology

3

70

MUASO

B1356

N/A

Sustainable Development

3

70

MUASU

B1356

N/A

Tourism and Events

3

70

MUATE

B1356

N/A

3

70

MUGSA

B1363

N/A

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY/BACHELOR
OF GLOBAL SECURITY

4

70

MUCGS

B1366

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF ARTS

5

90

MULBA

B1370

N/A

BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
GLOBAL SECURITY

5

90

MULGS

B1365

N/A

BACHELOR OF GLOBAL SECURITY
Terrorism and Counterterrorism Studies
COMBINED DEGREES

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.

Interested in what the world will look like
in the future and solving key challenges
facing society?
The new Global Challenges major will provide you
with the ability to identify and understand social
and industry trends that will reshape the world
in coming decades and allow you to develop the
capabilities necessary to succeed in a reshaped
society. You’ll also learn about how our past and
present thinking, relating to social and political
change, are part of the solutions being advanced
by leading thinkers across multiple industries.
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DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (EARLY
CHILDHOOD AND PRIMARY TEACHING)

4

70

MUECP

B1383

N/A

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY
TEACHING)

4

70

MUEPT

B1382

N/A

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY, 1-10
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION)

4

70

MUEHP

B1384

N/A

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY TEACHING)
Advanced Mathematics

4

70

MUEAM

B1368

N/A

Biology and Environmental Science

4

70

MUEBE

B1368

N/A

Biology and Human Biology

4

70

MUEBH

B1368

N/A

Chemistry

4

70

MUECH

B1368

N/A

Earth and Environmental Science

4

70

MUEEE

B1368

N/A

English

4

70

MUEEN

B1368

N/A

Geography and Economics

4

70

MUEGE

B1368

N/A

Health and Physical Education

4

70

MUEPE

B1368

N/A

History (HASS)

4

70

MUEHI

B1368

N/A

Mathematics

4

70

MUEMT

B1368

N/A

Physics

4

70

MUEPS

B1368

N/A

Politics (HASS)

4

70

MUEPL

B1368

N/A

TISC
CODE

COURSE
CODE

RECOMMENDED
ATAR SUBJECTS

1300 687 3624 • murdoch.edu.au/study

Teaching

Technology
DURATION SELECTION
(YEARS)
RANK*
BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems

3

70

MUSAI

B1390

Mathematics Applications

Business Information Systems

3

70

MUSIS

B1390

Mathematics Applications

Computer Science

3

70

MUSCS

B1390

Mathematics Applications

Cyber Security and Forensics

3

70

MUSIF

B1390

Mathematics Applications

Games Technology

3

70

MUSIT

B1390

Mathematics Applications

Internetworking and Network Security

3

70

MUSIW

B1390

Mathematics Applications

BACHELOR OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS

3

70

MUITB

B1375

N/A

5

90

MULIT

B1398

Mathematics Applications

COMBINED DEGREES
BACHELOR OF LAWS/BACHELOR OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

*Minimum Selection Rank required for consideration.
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High school vs
university
Studying at university is a life-changing experience and
compared to high school is completely different. You’ll
choose what to study, set your own timetable and take
charge of how you spend your time. You’ll have the
chance to meet new friends from all over the world,
explore new ways of thinking, join clubs and societies
and have fun at uni events throughout the year.
Here are three of the main differences between
university and high school:
1. YOUR CONTACT HOURS WILL BE FEWER
The number of hours you spend in classes and lectures (known
as contact hours) will be fewer than the hours you spend at high
school – but you’re expected to do more work in your own time.
At the start of each semester, you’ll enrol in units and create your
timetable, so you can arrange your schedule to suit you.
2. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR OWN TIME
At university, it’s up to you to get to your classes and get your work
done. You’ll be responsible for how much and what you study and
will need to learn to manage and prioritise your university work. You
will most likely engage in regular group work for assessments and
should consider joining a study group or two to make learning more
enjoyable. You’ll also need to keep up to date with your readings
and prepare for your classes, without anyone prompting you.
3. YOUR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WILL BE DIFFERENT
You will engage with a range of on-campus and online learning
activities, like tutorials and possibly workshops or labs, depending
on what you’re studying. Many of your activities will be with other
students and focus on interactivity and collaboration but you will
also be required to engage with the study material independently.
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The transition to university can
be daunting, but we’re here to
help. We offer a range of support
services that can help you to
learn new skills including how to
research and reference, how to
manage your time effectively and
how to handle stress.
We’re rated 5 stars
for Student Support
GOOD UNIVERSITIES GUIDE 2021

MYMURDOCH ADVICE
Require advice on wellbeing, study or getting
the most out of university? Our team of experts at
MyMurdoch Advice are here to provide you with
valuable guidance and tips to ensure you have a
successful start to university life. Student Success
Advisors and Peer Academic Coaches are here
to make your life easier by offering personalised
support services on your studies, providing
helpful resources and English language support,
advising course plans, showcasing academic
skills and much more.
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
If you're an elite athlete or a member of the
Australian Defence Force, our student support
programs are here to provide additional support
and to assist you in balancing your studies and
additional commitments throughout your time at
Murdoch.

1300 687 3624 • murdoch.edu.au/study

Support while
you study
STUDENT LEARNING
Managing your time, improving the way you
communicate and learning new study skills are
all part of life as a university student. Our student
learning support services will help you develop the
academic and study skills you need to succeed at
university and beyond. You can access self-help
resources like Studiosity and Grammarly, visit a
Peer Academic Coach at any MyMurdoch Advice
location on-campus or online and they will refer you
through to our specialised learning support team,
located in the library. We also have great programs
like Peer Academic Study Support to help you with
specific units throughout your study.
CAREERS AND EMPLOYABILITY
The Careers and Employment team are here to assist
you in planning and developing your career, from
simple, self-directed activities through to one-on-one,
personalised career advice.
THE STUDENT CENTRE
The Student Centre team will support you from the
moment you arrive on campus through to the day
you graduate. You can chat to the team about fees,
parking permits, enrolment and class sign-up, your
student ID card or general course information.
KULBARDI ABORIGINAL CENTRE
If you're an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander student,
the Kulbardi Aboriginal Centre is here to support
you. Once you have begun your journey at Murdoch
University the support staff at Kulbardi are here to
help you with academic, cultural and emotional
support until you graduate.

For more information on any of our support
services, visit

murdoch.edu.au/life-at-murdoch/
support-services
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Scholarships
and Fees
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Your fees will depend on several factors,
including your citizenship, residency status and
the units that you choose. At Murdoch, you pay
for the individual units you enrol in, rather than
an overall course fee. You will pay your fees at
the beginning of each semester.
To understand the cost of your course, visit
handbook.murdoch.edu.au/fees
HELP LOAN
If you meet the citizenship and residency
requirements, you may be eligible for a HELP
loan. This means that you can choose to either
pay for your units upfront each semester or defer
your fees to a HELP loan.
To find out more visit murdoch.edu.au/study/
fees-scholarships/government-support
CENTRELINK
Centrelink offers a range of support services
to eligible students. These include Austudy,
ABSTUDY and Youth Allowance. Find out if you’re
eligible at humanservices.gov.au
OTHER COSTS AND EXPENSES
There are other fees and costs to consider when
planning for the financial aspects of your studies.
These include:
• Parking – Our Perth campus has three parking
zones and permits range from $200 t0 $430
per year. Parking at the Rockingham and
Mandurah campuses is free for students,
although you will still need to display a valid
parking permit.
• Books – You can buy new books from our
on-campus bookshop or second-hand books
through the Student Guild. Our library also has
textbooks in closed reserve and has a wide
variety of resources available online.
• Student Services and Amenities Fee – The
student services and amenities fee (SSAF) is a
fee charged by all higher education providers
to help with student services and features that
aren’t directly linked to your studies. The SSAF is
charged twice a year, and the amount you pay
depends on whether you’re a full or part-time
student, and which campus you study at. For
2020, the fee ranged from $38.50 to $154.

We’re proud to offer over $2.5 million in
scholarships each year, which not only reward
high academic achievement, but also provide
support to Indigenous students, students from
regional or remote areas, and students who
have faced personal or financial hardship.
Based on your chosen course of study, there
are also a range of study area specific
scholarships on offer.

1300 687 3624 • murdoch.edu.au/study

Before you consider studying
at Murdoch, its important
to understand the financial
investment, and structure,
before you apply.

Westpac Young Technologists Scholarship
The Westpac Young Technologists
Scholarship is valued at up to $15,000. This
scholarship is open to school leavers who
have graduated in the last year and are
eager to explore positive change through
technology. There are a range of eligible
courses in the disciplines of Creative Media,
Engineering, Science and Technology.
Ragdoll Scholarship
The Ragdoll Scholarship is valued at up
to $12,000. It is available to domestic
undergraduate students who enrol full time
in their first year of study, in the disciplines
of either Business and Law, Engineering,
Health, Science, Teaching or Technology and
are experiencing personal and/or financial
hardship.
George Alexander Foundation Scholarship
The George Alexander Foundation
Scholarship is valued at $24,000. The
scholarship is available to students who
achieved an ATAR of 80 or high and have
relocated from a regional or remote location
and can demonstrate examples of personal
leadership and/or contributions to the
community. The scholarship is to be used for
accommodation and living expenses in Perth.

For more information about any of our
scholarships, visit

goto.murdoch.edu.au/
scholarships
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How do I get
into uni?
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WHAT ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
WILL I NEED TO MEET TO STUDY AT
MURDOCH?
To gain admission into an undergraduate course
at Murdoch, you will need a Western Australian
Certificate of Education (WACE), an ATAR or
selection rank of 70 or higher (depending on
your chosen course) and you will need to meet
our English Language Competency (ELC)
requirements.

INTERNATIONAL BACCAL AUREATE
The International Baccalaureate (IB) is a widely
used pathway for gaining admission to Murdoch
University. Students who achieve an IB score
of 24 are eligible to apply for courses with a
selection rank of 70. Similarly, an IB score of 27 is
the equivalent of an 80 selection rank, 33 a 90
selection rank and 38 a 98 selection rank.
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN
ATAR AND SELECTION RANK?
Your ATAR, or Australian Tertiary Admission Rank,
is a number between 0 and 99.95 – a rank which
tells you how you’ve gone compared to other
Year 12 students in Western Australia.

MEETING ACADEMIC AND ENGLISH
LANGUAGE COMPETENCY (ELC)
REQUIREMENTS

Adjustments are used to increase your selection
rank due to factors like the location of your high
school or primary residence, the selection of
subjects including a language other than English
or specialist Mathematics or your eligibility for an
educational access scheme such as Murdoch
RISE. Selection rank adjustments don’t change
your ATAR – they change your selection rank for
entry into a particular university.

The most common ways for a domestic student
to meet ELC requirements are:

AM I ELIGIBLE FOR MURDOCH RISE?

There are multiple ways to demonstrate your ELC
and achieve a selection rank of 70.

• Two years of Year 11 and 12 or VET studied in
Australia (or a combination of both), or
• A minimum scaled score of 50 or higher in
ATAR English (or equivalent), or
• A score of 140 or higher in the Written English
Component of the Special Tertiary Admission
Test (STAT).
ACHIEVING A SELECTION RANK
A selection rank of 70 can be achieved by your
ATAR, completing an accredited Certificate IV
or higher, or by using a portfolio. You can also
achieve a 70 selection rank by completing one of
Murdoch’s enabling courses.

1300 687 3624 • murdoch.edu.au/study

You will apply through the
Tertiary Institutions Service
Centre, more commonly known
as TISC, or you can apply directly
to Murdoch online.

At Murdoch we offer Murdoch RISE, a selection
rank adjustment aimed at supporting access
to university for students from regional, low
socio-economic, or Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander backgrounds. It can help you get
into your preferred course by increasing your
Murdoch selection rank. There’s no need to
register – if you’re eligible, the adjustment factor
is automatically added to your raw ATAR score
when you apply to Murdoch.
WHAT DO I DO IF I DON’T MEET THE
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS TO STUDY AT
MURDOCH?
If you don’t meet the entry requirements that’s
okay – we offer a range of pathways to study
at Murdoch, including our range of enabling
pathway courses. Our enabling pathway courses
will help you transition to uni and boost your
academic skills.

To find out more about our pathway options,
visit

murdoch.edu.au/
admissionpathways
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Join us
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1. FIND A COURSE
Explore your options at
murdoch.edu.au/courses
Don’t forget to take note of the TISC code
and course code as you’ll need one of these
codes for your application, depending on
whether you apply through TISC or direct to
Murdoch University.

1300 687 3624 • murdoch.edu.au/study

Follow these six steps
to begin your journey
to Murdoch.

2. CHECK THE ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
Entry to most of our courses is assessed
on your selection rank, so it’s important to
check if you are eligible for direct entry, or
if you will need to apply through another
pathway.
Find out the entry requirements for your
course at murdoch.edu.au/courses
Find out about Murdoch admission
pathways at murdoch.edu.au/
admissionpathways
3. EXPLORE SCHOLARSHIP
OPTIONS
Explore all Murdoch scholarships and find
out what you may be eligible for or head to
goto.murdoch.edu.au/scholarships
4. GET A TASTE OF MURDOCH
We offer a range of events and information
sessions throughout the year that will give
you a taste of uni life at Murdoch.
Find out more at murdoch.edu.au/events
5. APPLY FOR A COURSE
To study at Murdoch, you will need to apply
online through either
myadmission.murdoch.edu.au or
tisc.edu.au
For more information on which application
to use please visit
murdoch.edu.au/study/
undergraduatestudents/how-to-apply
6. RECEIVE YOUR OFFER
When you receive your offer, you’ll be given
instructions on how to accept your place
and how to start your journey with Murdoch.
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We look forward to
welcoming you into our

free thinking
community

MEET MURD O CH
90 South Street, Murdoch WA 6150
Telephone: 1300 687 3624 Email: study@murdoch.edu.au

tiktok.com/@murdochuni
facebook.com/murdochuniversity
instagram.com/murdochuniversity
twitter.com/murdochuni
linkedin.com/school/murdoch-university
murdochuniv
Murdoch University

“ The only education out of which good can
come is the education which teaches you to think
for yourself instead of swallowing whatever the
fashion of the moment may prescribe.”
- SI R WALT E R M U R D O C H, O U R FO U NDING FATHER AND
ORI G I N A L F R E E T H INKER, 1926.

KEY DATES FOR 2022
SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Orientation Week

21 – 25 Feb

25 – 29 July

Semester Period

28 Feb – 3 June

1 Aug – 4 Nov

Exam Period

11 – 25 June

12 – 26 Nov

Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication was correct as at May 2021, but is subject to amendment without notice. The University reserves the right to cancel, without notice, any units or
courses if the number of students enrolled in these falls below limits set by the University. © 2021 Murdoch University. This publication is copyright. Except as permitted by the Copyright Act no part of it
may in any form or by any electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or any other means be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or be broadcast or transmitted without the prior permission of
the publisher.
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